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ASIA CONTEMPORARY ART SHOW | HONG KONG 2016

 

ARTASY is delighted to participate in the Asia Contemporary Art show 2016, from 15-18th 
September at Conrad Hong Kong. ARTASY has featured over 20 art pieces from five emerging to 
mid-career artists with support from ZHEN Porcelain and Tung Yao Ceramics Design Studio. The 
exhibition consisted ceramics, paintings and wall installation by Japanese, Norwegian, Chinese, 
and Hong Kong artists: Takeshi Yasuda, Christina Peel, Lin Zi, Aiko Narissara Yeung, and Charlotte 
Cheung. 

Chinese ceramist artist Lin Zi’s live demonstration session for our guests was definitely one of the 
exhibition highlight. The artist has showed her exquisite drawing techniques on blank porcelains 
that are still being produced at the famous Porcelain Capital, Jingdezhen. The Chinese Blue and 
White porcelain has not only influenced the whole of Asia but also the rest of the world. it is one of 
the most symbolic icon of Chinese ethnic cultures in ceramics production.
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Takeshi Yasuda
(b. 1943, Japan)

 
Gold Bowl, 2013, 40 x 40 x 10 cm

“ I am a committed believer in an art form called crafts. This art form is not an escape from 
life but life itself. ” — Takeshi Yasuda

Takeshi Yasuda is a prominent ceramist and art educator. Yasuda creates his works based on the 
Wabi-sabi ideology on aesthetics: the beauty of imperfection, impermanence and incompletion, 
hence the perfect imperfection seen in many of Yasuda’s works.

Yasuda pays his tribute to Chinese ceramics from Song Dynasty through his Qingbai porcelain 
series. After living and working in Jingdezhen for more than 10 years exploring oriental aesthetics, 
he eventually chose porcelain to express his sensational heart. He embraced new materials and 
techniques, pushing boundaries of the ceramics medium. The series creates a dialogue between 
the everyday and philosophical.

Yasuda believes that porcelain clay has much more possibility of expression than human 
imaginations. By exploring the nature of porcelain, he displays the smoothness, flexibility, fragility 
of the clay in his works. The Gold Bowl with striking ripple edges captured the sudden movement 
and gravity, the vibrant golden glazed interior establishes  a strong contract with the qingbai glaze. 

His works exhibits widely including Victoria & Albert Museum in London, “Salon International de la 
Ceramique de Collection” in Paris, Bridge Art Space in Beijing and many more. He now lives and 
works at his own studio in Jingdezhen, China.
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Lin Zi 
(b. 1988, Jingdezhen, China)

 
Qin Yan series, 2015, 22.7cm - 25cm

Lin Zi is a sculptor, ceramist, painter and craftsman of Jingdezhen, a town known as “Porcelain 
Capital” in China since the 14th century, it was the main production center of blue and white ware. 
With centuries-long of historical influence and being born in a family of ceramics masters, Lin Zi 
started painting with gold lustre and blue and white porcelain. She also experiments with high-firing 
glazes.

Most of her series are inspired by the female perspectives of nature, audience can sense Linzi’s 
feminine through her expertise Chinese painting skills. Qing Yan series is easily recognizable by 
the vibrant cobalt blue glaze and fine gold drawings of the nature.  Every delicate brushstroke that 
glides across the blue surface eventually shapes each work into its own characteristic.

The artist started the Qing Yan series after in depth exploration in craftsmanship and specifically 
the material itself. She sought a mineral near Iran and started experimenting on it using different 
formulations and firing experiments. Due to the instability of the mineral, it made the creative 
process of glazing become harder to control. Through repeated experiments, the artist finally 
created the signature Yves blue glaze seen consistently throughout her whole series.

Lin Zi graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts of Jiangxi Normal University, and is now 
undertaking master studies in Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute. She is a member of the Jiangxi 
Province Arts and Crafts Association and Arts and Crafts Society. She has exhibited in many 
exhibitions such as the 12th annual Gwanghwamun International in Korea and the “Dreamscape”, 
Solo Exhibition, Ipluso Cube in Shanghai.
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Christina Peel
(b. 1977, Norway)

 

Folded Porcelain 
50x50 cm 

“I believe Art is something true to the eye that sees. For 
me art is a very immediate response. Good art should be 
a joyful experience. And satisfy a quest for transcendent 
beauty.”   
- Christina Peel

Christina Peel is a Norwegian artist who creates wall installations in clay. In recent years, she also 
works with ceramics, papers and plexiglass surfaces. 

Peel was deeply inspired by the Asian Culture after one of her visits to China during her studies. 
She began working with Chinese urban landscapes, using ceramic glaze applied with airbrush.  
The concept of Folded Porcelain series came from origami work and paper wrappings Peel saw in 
Japan. She is fascinated by the lightness and flexibility of paper, and sees many similarities 
between paper and porcelain.

The folded porcelain series is an exploration in materiality and geometry. It makes use of the effect 
of light, shadow and reflection, the interplay of form and surface, and the inherent aesthetic and 
textural qualities of the material. To create large, intricate pieces, she makes use of tessellating: 
three-dimensional pieces of folded porcelain that lock into one another to create an infinitely 
repeatable pattern.
 
Peel has developed two different forms that folds and mounts inside each other. Porcelain not 
normally being a flexible material, is here combined with a special additive, making folding 
possible. When the mixture is subsequently subjected to high temperatures this additive 
disappears, and the porcelain returns to its normal properties. 
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Aiko Narissara Yeung 
(b.1990, Hong Kong)

Aiko Yeung is a Hong Kong artist who devoted herself to a career in art since 2012. The artist 
collaborated with well-known brands such as Dolce & Gabbana, Love Moschino and Tom Ford. 
She also associated herself with charity organizations like WWF, UNICEF and Human Rights 
Campaign.

The artist experiments with various media, but has taken an interest in traditional Chinese ink 
painting for her new works. She loves how Chinese ink has infinite possibilities, yet once it goes on 
rice paper, it becomes definite. With a brush, she can easily express herself. Aiko enjoys using this 
technique to draw about the modern life, specifically her thoughts on the cycle of life, exploring the 
deeper connections between men and women, on how life events vary and change depending on 
their daily interaction.

Aiko’s works have been exhibited in various countries such as USA, Canada and Hong Kong. She 
is now developing a new series of works for her solo show in Hong Kong
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Charlotte Cheung 
(b. 1988, Hong Kong)

Charlotte Cheung is a Hong Kong mix media artist, after experimenting with portraits and still life 
photography in 2012, she decided to focus on wooden hand-painting in 2015. The unique essence 
and texture of trees triggered her to explore a completely different medium.The artist’s concept 
came from her awareness of environmental protection and recycling. Charlotte believes the global 
environment crisis is due to human desire and the materialism pursuits brings out the vanity of 
human mind. To arouse the public awareness, she used abandoned soil wood furniture to create 
unique wood paintings that are waterproof which are great for indoor and outdoor installations. 
 

About ARTASY  
ARTASY endeavors to promote emerging artists to the art world, along with exhibiting oeuvres 
from mature/established artists. We are devoted to emerge as a bridge between artists and global 
collectors with mutual interest and perception. ARTASY aspires to bring diverse, value lasting and 
unique art piece to our clients and audiences. 

About Tung Yao Ceramics Design Studio
Tung Yao Ceramics Design Studio offers a ceramic platform for ceramic lovers and other areas of 
artists in art and design to collaborate ceramics projects together. Having its own brand and 
production lines, as well as running workshops for the public.

About ZHEN
Since inception in 2013, ZHEN has aimed to be the leading platform in China for ceramic artists 
and designers. The organisation worked closely with artists and designers in providing marketing 
and media support, curatorship and invite befitting audiences. 

For further information please contact ARTASY at info@artasy.net. All images are subject to copy right. Artist 
approval must be granted prior to reproduction.  
Facebook @ArtsayOfficial, Instagram @artasy_official.


